Abstract-In automatic numeral digit recognition system, feature selection is most important factor for achieving high recognition performance. To achieve this, the present paper3 proposed3 system3 for isolated handwritten3 3numeral recognition3 3using number3 of contours3, skeleton features, Number of watersheds, and ratio between the numbers of foreground3 3pixels in3 3upper half3 3part and3 3lower half-part3 3of the numerical digit image. Based on these features the present paper designed user-defined classification algorithm for handwritten digit recognition. To find the effectiveness of the proposed features, these features are given as an input for standard classification algorithms like k-nearest neighbor classifier, Support Vector Machines and other classification algorithms and evaluate the results. The experimental result proves that the proposed features are well suited for handwritten digit recognition for both user and standard classification algorithms. The3 3novelty of3 3the proposed3 3method is3 3size 3invariant.
I. INTRODUCTION
Handwritten digit recognition plays an important role i3n pattern3 3recognition and Optical Character3 3Recognition (OCR). It has3 3a wide range of practical applications3 in real life, suchaas zip code recognition in postal mail sorting [1] , writer identification and verification, form processing, and handwritten digit recognition on bank check. Over the past decades, lots of machine learning methods have been employed for effective handwritten digit recognition , such as Linear and Non-Linear Classifier, Support Vector Machines (SVMs),Neural Networks (NNs), Boosted Stumps, CNNSVM Classifier, etc.
Despite333 3the fact333 3that the33 33Handwritten Digit33 3Recognition3 3problem3 3has3 3been3 3studied3 3extensively3 3for3 3a3 3number3 3of3a 3years3, one3 3of its33 33benchmark databases3 33is still33 3actively used333a3by researchers333 3till date33 [2, 3, 4] . Analysis3 3of documents3 3and images3 3with texts3 3continues to3 3be active3 3research topics3a [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Hence3a3the need3 3for developing3 3efficient handwritten3 3digit and3 3character recognition3 3algorithms and techniques3 3are still3 3live in3 3today.
The3 3feature extraction plays3 3major role3 3in numerical recognition3 3system. Numbers3 3of feature3 3extraction methods3 3are stated3 3in the3 3literature, like3 3template a3matching, projection3 3histogram, 3zoninga, and3 3various moment3 3techniquesa [10] to3 3enable for3 3specific a3applications. Some3 methods3 3include fuzzy3 3features [11, 12] invariant3 3moments features3a [16] , template3 3and deformable3 3Templates [13, 14] structural3 3and statistical3 3features [12, 15] a3extraction.
Ravi3 3et.al [16] proposed an approach for3 3Telugu printed3 3numeral digits3 3recognition using3 3number of3 3contours, skeleton3 3feature, water3 3reservoir features3, and ratio3 3of length3a3 3of Top3 3line to bottom3 3line of the3 3a3image. The3a3 proposed method3 3is applied with3 3 successa ato3 3 a database3 3 of 3,1503 3 3printed multi-font3 3printed Telugu3 3numerals.
Ravi et.al [17] proposed another3 3approach to3 3offline   handwritten3 3numeral recognition3 3based on3   3structural and3 3statistical 3features. Five3a33skeleton3 3features  and3 3two-geometrical features3 3and distribution3 3features are3   3used   for the3 3recognition of3 3numerals. The3 3proposed  method3 3experimented with3 MNIST adatabase3. 3 A3   3Euclidian   minimum3 3distance criterion3 3is used3 3to find3   3minimum   distances3 3and k-nearest3 3neighbor classifier3 3is  used to3 3classify the3 3anumerals. MNIST3 3database is3 3used  for3 3both training3 3and testing3 3the 3system. Ravi et.al [18] proposed3 3another approach 3for handwritten digit recognition asystem. This approach extracts digit image features based on distance measure3 3and derives3 3an algorithm3 3to classify3 3the digit3 33images. The3 3distance measure3 3can be performed3 3on the thinned3 3image.
Kumar et.al [19] The3 3main objective3 3of the3 3present study3 3is that3 3classify the3a3isolated handwritten digits with a minimum number of features. To achieve this, we proposed a new approach for classification without using any standard approchas for isolated digits. It is generally based on the feature extracts such as number of contours in an image [12] , Number of end points and Junctions of a thinned digit image, number of water reservoir sheds and ratio between the number of foreground pixels in upper half part and lower half-part of the numerical digit image. 
2) Preprocessing:
The3 recognition of3 3handwritten numerals3 3can achieve3 3high performance3 3based on3 3preprocessing stage3 3also. The3 3handwritten digit3a3database images3 3used in3 3this approach3 3are in3 3gray scale3 3images, convert3 3images in3 database3 3into binary3 3images. Converting3 3the gray3 3level images3 3into binary3 3based on3 3the threshold3 3value. After3 converting3 3the images3 3into 3binarya, images3 3may 3have surplus3 3elements one's3 3 (black) at3 3undesirable places3 3in the3 3background 3image. For3 3efficient a3classification, need3 3to remove3 3athea surplus3 3from undesirable3 3places.
To3 3remove these3 3unwanted one's3 3from the3 3background, noise3 3removal 3algorithm [8] is3 3used. The3 3present paper3 3used own 3×33 3templates are3 3used. It3 3is assumed3 3that the3 3pixel (p, q) as3 3center pixel3 3and aneighbors3 of3 3the center3 3pixel are3 3 
Procedure:
In3a3order to3 3preserve the3 3connectivity of3 the3 3skeleton, divide3 3each iteration3 3into two3 3sub a3iterations. In3 3first 3iteration, the3 3contour pixel3 3P 1 is3 3deleted from pattern3 if3 the3 following3 3conditions are3a3satisfied (a) 2 <= B(P 1 ) <= 6a (b) A(P) a = 1a (c) P 2 a * P 4 * P 6 = 0a (d) P 4 a * P 6 * P 8 = 0a
where3 (P 1 ) is3 3the number3 of 01 patterns in the orderedset P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , -• -P 8 , P 9 that are the33 3eight neighbors3 3of a3P 1 (Figure 4 ), and3 3B(Pi) is3 3the number3 of3 3nonzero neighbors3 3of P 1 ,that3 3is, B(P 1 ) = P 2 + P 3 + P 4 + • • • + P 8 + P 9 .
If any3 condition is3 3not3 3satisfied, e.g., the3 3values of3 3P2,P3, P4, • • -P9 as3 3shown in3 3Figure 2, then3 3A(Pi) = 2 Therefore, P 1 is not deleted from the picture. In3 3the second3 3sub-iteration, only3 3conditions (c) aand3 (d) are3 changed3 ( Figure 11 ) as3 3follows: (c') P 2 *P 4 *P 8 = 0 (d') P 2 *P 6 *P 8 = 0 and3 3the rest3 3remain the3 3same.
By conditions (c) and (d) of3 3the first3 3sub-iteration, it3 3will be3 shown3 3that the3 3first sub-iteration3 3removes only3 3the3 3south-east3 3boundary points3 3and the3 vnorth-west cornerpoints 3which do not belong to an ideal skeleton which shows in figure 12 . The proof for the first sub-iteration is given, that is,the points to be deleted satisfy conditions: (c) P 2 *P 4 *P 6 = 0 (1) a (d) P 4 *P 6 *P 8 = 0 (2) a The3 solutions to3 3the set3 3of equations3 (1) aand (2) are3 3P 4 = 0 or P 6 = 0 or (P 2 = 0 and Ps = 0). So3 3the point3 3P 1 ,which3 3has been3 3removed, might3 3be an3 3east or3 3south boundary3 3point or3 3a north-west3 3corner point. 3Similarly, it3 3can be proved3 3that the3 3point P 1 deleted3 3in the3 3second subiteration3 3might be3 3aa north-west3 3boundary point3 3or a3 3south-east corner3 3point.
Fig 13: Thinned digit images
By3 using the3 3skeleton (single3 3pixel width) of3 3the digit's3 3body to3 3extract one3 3feature: feature3 3point. can3 3be easily found 3from the3 3skeleton by3 3examining the3 3eight immediate3 3neighbors of3 3every black3 3pixel p3 3shown in3 3figure 6. The resultant image of the thing operation of digit database in shown in figure 13.
3) End point:
End point (EPa) [26] 
4) Junction in thinned image:
Junction (JP) [25] is a digit point (black pixel) with any 4 black neighbors. Generally the digit 2, 4 and 8 forms the junctions. The present approach uses the number of junction points (NoJ) is used as feature for the digit recognition. The present paper uses that the digit form how many water reservoir area as feature for the recognition of digits.
5) Number of Water Reservoir

C. Proposed user defined classification algorithm for
handwritten digit Recognition Algorithm1: Recognition3 3of Handwritten 3Digits Input: Isolated numeral image Output: Classification3 3of the Numeral3 3Digit 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 7a or a8 or 9.
Method: 3Structural, 3Statistical 3features aextraction.
• Step1: Pre-Process the image • Step2: Find the Number of Contours (NoC) and classify the digit as Group1 or Group2 or digit 8.
• Step3: Find out the Skeleton of input image and extract the Skeleton feature number of end points (NoEP) in Group1 and Group2.
• Step4: Based on NoEP in digits in Group1 further divide into 3 sub-groups Group1, Group1b, Group1c, Group2 and classify the digits 0, 2, 4 • Step5: Calculate the Number of watersheds (NoW) of the Digits in Group1.
• Step6: Based on NoW values further divide into Subgroup Group1a nd classify the digits 1, 7, and 2.
• Step7: Calculate the Number of Joints of digits in Group1.
• Step8: Based on the NoJ values classify the image is either digit 3 or 5.
• Step9: Crop the Digits in Gropu1b.
• Step10: Calculate the Number of watersheds (NoW) of the Digits in Group1b.
• Step11: Based on NoW values classify the digits either 3 or 4.
• Step12: Calculate the ratio between the numbers of foreground pixels in upper half part and lower half-part (ULR) of the numerical digit images in Grop1c.
• Step13: Based on the ULR value classify the digit either 4 or 7.
• Step 14: Calculate ULR value of the digits in Group2a • Step15: Based on the ULRvalue classify the digit either 6 or 9.
The graphical representation of the user define algorithm is shown in figure 20 nd 20b. From the above algorithm, it is identified3 3that the3 3proposed method3 3needs the3 3feature at3 3maximum 4 for3 3the classification3 3of handwritten3 3digits every digit does notneed all these 4 features. The number of features required to recognize the digits is shown in the table3. 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We evaluated the performance of user-defined recognition algorthim with a standard handwritten numerals database set which are collected3 3from MNIST3 3database that contains of3 360,000 training and 310,000 testing3 3datasets where as from CENPARMI database with 4,000 training set3 3and 2,000 testing 3set, CEDAR database with total training and testing datasets 21,179 respectively.And finally USPS database which consists of 7,291 training set and 2,007 testing test. The some of the images collected from students in Hyderabad city who are studied from first class to UG by giving the format to the students is shown in figure 3 . Scan the individual digits and created own database which consists of 1,20,000 images as a training set and 24,000 images as a training set. Collectively, the dataset contains 2,12,470 digit images used for training and 38,007 images for testing. No such method has tested using with huge database.
All3 3experiments are3 3carried out3 3on a3 3PC 3machine with3 3i3 processor3 32.7GHz CPU3 3and 3 GB RAM3 3memory under3 3MatLab 11.0 aplatform. From the training set images extract the feature values which are specified in section 3 and stored in Feature Vecto r(FV) and extract the features of test database and stored in Test Vector (TV).
Classifier3 3performance depends3 3greatly on3 3the characteristics3 3of the3 3data to3 3be 3classified. There3 3is no single3 3classifier that3 3works best3 3on all3 3given3 problems3 (a phenomenon3 3that may3 3be explained3 3by the3 3no-free-lunch3 3theorem 
A. User defined algorithm
By using the algorithm defined in section 3, the digits are classified. The proposed algorithm is tested with 38007 images and the individual results of the test database is listed in table 4. 
C. Support Vector Machines (SVM) based classification
In Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML), Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm is a powerful classification tool. It is a supervised learning model used for classification and regression. The SVM algorithm was developed by Vapnik developed the SVM algorthim for ML tasks. In this amodel, the present approach is given a set of training examples ain which each one of them is marked to be belonginga to one of the two classes.
SVM is a training algorithm for linear classification and also for non-linear classification. The solution is expressed as a linear combination of supporting patterns, which are the subset of training patterns close to the decision boundary, called the support vectors. For non-linear case, SVM mapped the data sets of input space into a higher dimensional feature space, which is linear and the large margin learning algorithm is then applied. The present paper uses SVM classifier and statistical feature sets for classification.
The extracted features of both training data set and test database and are given to a SVM machine. The recognition rate of the individual digits in test samples by using SVM algorithm is shown in table 7 and from that table the overall recognition rate of the test database is 98.49%. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The novelty of this method is that, free from size normalization, fast, accurate, independent of size and Writer style/ink independent. The present paper defined classification of isolated handwritten digits with good classification results. The proposed method was tested with large database. No such method is available in the literature to test the large test data set. The proposed approach extracts only 5 features. The time complexity of the proposed method is also very less. The proposed method shows high recognition rate when compare with the test results of standard classification algorithms.
